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clearly impressed him above all else were the coppersmiths who forged those
marvel? ous kettles. Surely, he is said to have exclaimed, these artisans were
relatives of the French monarch!  What Denys meant was that the kettle was more
to these people than simply a handy cooking vessel. Much more than that, we know
that it was an instrument which per? vaded the exchange economy (as a highly-
prized commodity of trade), the ceremonial complex (as grave furniture, for
instance) and the overarching belief system (like all other material culture, it was
in? vested with an animating spirit), and, lastly, the settlement pattern (to the de?
gree that it contributed to the overthrow of wooden cauldron-based territories).
There is nothing remarkable about the first revelation • the copper kettle-as-
commodity idea. We would expect as much. Moreover, those among us who are
familiar with Northeastern ethnology and historic archaeology are aware of the
spiritual (which includes ceremonial) role these trade goods came to have in native
soci? ety. For these reasons, the first three kettle functions--commodity, grave
furni? ture, and spiritual identity • will be giv? en brief notice. It is the last function,
the demographic function, which is novel to this study, and accordingly calls for
extended commentary.  After forty years of trafficking with the Acadian Indians,
from 1632 to I672, the aging Denys could write categorically that "the things which
come from us ... (have) become to them an indispensable necessity.  They have
abandoned all their own uten? sils," he wrote in the late l660's, "whether because of
the trouble they had as well to make as to use them, or because of the facility of
obtaining from us, in exchange for skins which cost them almost nothing, the things
which seemed to them invaluable, not so much for their novelty as for the
convenience they derived there? from." The brisk trade in kettles he was alluding to
owed its longevity and volume to various siphoning off processes which included,
along with breakage and loss, a secondary trade with New England tribes? men.
Thus Marc Lescarbot reported the Mic? mac sagamore, Messamoet, peddling
"kettles, large, medium, and small, hatchets, knives, dresses, capes, red jackets,
peas, beans, biscuits, and other such things" among the Saco River Algonkians, for
which he was given corn, tobacco, beans, and pumpkins •  plant domesticants
which the Micmac were either unable or not inclined to grow.  Another force behind
this persistent, cu? mulative demand was the need to replace kettles that had been
buried as ceremonial objects along with the human deceased. There were, in truth,
few Indian customs which exercised the French as much as this one did. After a
year spent outdoors on a scaffold, wrapped in a birchbark sheet, the dead had their
bones gathered up and "placed in a new coffin or bier, also of Birch bark, and
immediately after in a deep grave which they (the bereaved) had made in the
ground." From Chrestien Le- Clercq, whose twelve-year ministry (I675- 1687) among
the Micmac of the Gaspe Penin? sula brought him into contact with a  We Buy and
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